9 university presidents to report next week

Chancellor orders enrollment audit

Presidents of all universities in the State University System (SUS) have been ordered to make an "internal audit" of enrollment figures for fall and winter terms by next week.

The action by Chancellor Robert Mautz followed charges of statistics-padding to get more money from the legislature, made by the chairman of the Florida House Appropriations Committee.

The legislator, Marshall Harris, D-Miami, has cited what he calls phony enrollment encouragement by an official of Florida State University. The FSU official, Dr. John Andrews, who is director of graduate studies, reportedly wrote a memo to graduate advisers and students urging that each department sign up as many graduate students as possible for 18 hours.

Meanwhile, the heads of the nine universities in the state system have been ordered to make the audit.

At the heart of the controversy is the state legislature's formula which ties university appropriations to "fulltime equivalent" enrollment figures. The formula, not known in higher education, is an attempt to equate actual student or class hours rather than simply counting bodies. See page 5

Assembly dates set

April and May dates for the General Assembly have been announced by Vice President Roy L. Lavitter, Jr., chairman of the assembly.

The meetings, scheduled at noon time at Sandalwood School, are Thursday, April 11, and Thursday, May 2.

The assembly's steering committee will meet two weeks before each of the meetings to prepare the agenda and related materials. The committee met last week to set the topics for the first of the two meetings and will meet again on Wednesday, April 17, to plan for the May meeting.

Suggestions for the May agenda should be sent to the steering committee chairman, Dr. Joseph Perry.

The University of North Florida's (UNF) nature trail project recently received a financial boost with the presentation of a $200 check by the Southside Junior Women's Club to UNF to help defray construction costs of bridges along the trail.

The presentation was made on behalf of the club by Mrs. Diane Scott (left) and Mrs. Frances Fernley (second from right).

Accepting the gift for UNF were Ward Hancock (right), director of administrative services and nature trail project coordinator, and Thomas Rostwick (second from left), director of physical facilities.

Move almost done

With as little effort as a robin flitting from one branch to another, the faculty and staff moved into building 8.

True the professional movers assisted in getting them into the actual facilities but each person was responsible for the physical energy necessary for the move.

The DEPARTMENTS which are now in the new building are Language and Literature, Mathematics, Vocational and Technical Education, Accounting and Health and Physical Education. These are on the second floor. Also located on second floor is a commons room or lounge which is to be utilized by both students and faculty.

The personnel department is now located on the first floor in room 1171. Although the area near the courtyard is still incomplete, it will contain the cafeteria and a larger Bookstore.

MEANWHILE, THE BOATHOUSE has quietly become an "alcohol house" with beer and sandwiches being sold.

The move to the remainder of building 8 and new building 9 is still ahead sometime this quarter.

Comment heard during the activity of moving was: "Windows! Won't it be nice to have time to look out of them."

Women's Club plants tree at trail start

University officials and leaders of the UNF Women's Club were on hand Friday to plant a tree donated by the club, at the start of the nature trail on campus.

The tree had been obtained from the Club's fund-raising activities, reported its officers. President of the women's organization is Mrs. James Parrish.

Inside the Halyard

Something new: 'The Reader's Page' starts today on page 3.

Larry Spinks suggests a 'Dickie' award—on page 4

Report from Tallahassee starts today on page 5

Car-pooling has saved 16,000 gallons of gas. Story on page 4

Arts in review and news of campus artists-in-residence starts on page 10.

Rugby, softball and Motor-cross are this issue's sports features. Page 12.

Arab envoy speaks at UNF

Maksoud discusses Middle East

In an effort to enlighten the American people on the Arab cause, the League of Arab States has sent Dr. George Maksoud, a 46-year-old Lebanese, to serve as special envoy to the United States.

University of North Florida was fortunate to serve as host to Maksoud, who is the first nationally and internationally prominent speaker to appear on our campus.

IN HIS SPEECH to students and faculty, Maksoud explained some of the major reasons for the conflict between the Arabs and the Israelis.

It is apparent Palestine has become a central figure in this conflict due to the entrance of forces from other countries. The UNF campus calendar

April 15 & 16 Coffee House at the Boathouse, 12:00-3:00, Live Entertainment.

April 18 Edmonds & Curly Comedy Show, 11.50-1:20.

April 19 Flying Saucers-Stanton T. Friedman, Nuclear Physicist-Lecturer.

Coming:

April 21st-Open House-Family Day-Picnic-Live bands.

The presentation was made on Monday, April 1, 1974.

Staff photo by Don Renshaw

BY CONNIE HOFFMAN
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Halyard plans new features

The Halyard enters its second quarter of existence this month with several new features. News stories in the Jacksonville suggestions in the questionnaire of last quarter, while 6 others are the result of staff ideas. First new project being "run up the flagpole" is a revamping of the "Top-Ed" (fake editorial) page—page 3. This will now become "The Reader's Page" and will provide a forum for the hopeful-to-fearful: "guest columns" and more letters to the editor. In particular, the staff hopes that faculty will utilize the pages and its open columns as media to sound off on ideas, concepts, thought-provoking comments in their fields of expertise. Too, it's hoped that all elements of the campus will take the time to voice their thoughts on any aspect of campus (or of campus) life. The attempt here will be to feature both sides and all-campus events. The attempt here will be to feature both sides and all-campus events. The attempt here will be to feature both sides and all-campus events. The attempt here will be to feature both sides and all-campus events. The attempt here will be to feature both sides and all-campus events.

THE GUIDELINES for submission of material for this page are printed under the "guest columns" and letters to the editor sections.

Halyard appoints new staff

New staff appointments to the Halyard have been made as the campus newspaper staff enters its second quarter and sixth issue. The new staff members are the following:

Ruth Skapyak, former editor of "What's Happening" and personnel director of the Halyard, has assumed duties of News Editor. Barbara Walters, major project on the campus, will have the task of developing off-campus issues. Suzanne Louque, who has been assistant editor, has moved up to Features Editor. She replaces Judi Benson, who has assumed the duties of the Editor-in-Chief.

On the business side, Barney Napier has joined the staff as Business Manager.

THE GUIDELINES for submission of material for this page are printed under the "guest columns" and letters to the editor sections.
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The Reader's Page

The Halyard invites contributions from all UNF personnel for this "Guest Column." Student, faculty, career personnel, staff -- all are eligible to contribute. The topic may be of your choosing, but must be typed, double-spaced and signed. It is suggested that you address your letter to THE HALYARD, Room 2207, Building B, or Room 1361, Building 2. If you send the column, include your name, home or business address and telephone number for verification.

The benefits I have gained can apply to anyone who is willing to Co-op.

I have also heard the remark that Co-oping delays graduation by one or two quarters. This is true, but are students in college just to "get out" or are we here to gain knowledge that enables us to better pursue a career of fulfilling a goal?

The Co-op experience can put a student in touch with his future. Why wait till you are out of school to find out if your education has adequately prepared you for life? Test drive a career before you decide to buy. The two quarters spent in Co-op may be the best investment you've ever made.

THE HALYARD invites all members of the UNF "family" to contribute Letters to the Editor for the column, "Guest Column." All letters must be typed, double-spaced and signed. Name, address and telephone number should also be appended so that the letter may be authenticated. No letter will be printed without assuring that it has been written by the individual whose name appears under it. No anonymous letters will be published. In case of request, withheld the name of an individual from print after publication, the request must be in writing and signed. Letters should not be over one page in length.

Material that is libelous or includes harassment, innuendo, half-truth or is in poor taste, will not be accepted. All letters must be typewritten, double-spaced and submitted to the Editor, THE HALYARD, Room 2207, Building B, or Room 1361, Building 2. Need a job? UNF's Co-op office can help.

Letters to the editor
Boosts 'SG' unit

Dear Editor:

The students at the university should realize they do have a Student Government on this campus. The SG is an organization under our General Assembly it is called the Student Affairs Committee.

There are currently seven dedicated, hardworking, dedicated members on this committee who meet on a regular basis. Their main concern is student morale and the general student welfare, which is a very big responsibility in itself. The committee develops recommendations regarding student conduct, participation in the overall university community, organization, publications and activities.

Each year the committee receives the budget requests of the student activities office. It evaluates the request and recommends a budget for the expenditure of the student activity fee. One of the biggest problems facing the Student Affairs Committee and I must say is a major concern, is the communication gap we presently have among the students and the university.

The committee has been working extremely hard to alleviate some of the problem, but without the help of other students seems impossible. Everyone should know the Student Affairs Committee serves as an appellate group for students who have complaints and appeals. Students should first check with the Dean of Students, Dr. Darwin Coy and solicit his help with their problems. If the complaint warrants the Student Affairs Committee, the process will be insured.

JERRY NELSON
Student

Welcome to 7th term

Speaking for the faculty and staff of the University of North Florida, I welcome new and returning students at this beginning of our seventh quarter of classes. As you know, we have just occupied the first of our new buildings and hopefully you will be able to use at least two of the door.

The tree planting was one in a fast-moving series of happenings related to campus beautification. The college of arts and sciences, the Class Club earlier had presented the university with a donation to plant by a group of students along the nature trails.

The tree, a dogwood, was once grown on the campus of the university for "dogwood Trail."
THE BEST POLITICAL song of the year was, far, Spiro Agnew's rendition of that old Italian ballad that's sweeping the country: America—"No! No Conte ndere."

Special effects played a major role in 1973 politics and our award in this category goes to Rosemary Woods for her fantastic creativity in "The Nixon Tapes."

This year there is an award for the best actress: so Congresswoman Bella Abzug for being the best Jewish mother in Congress.

OUR AWARD for best actor in a "demonic role" of 1973 must unquestionably go to Sam Ervin for his sage words written on the walls of the Senate in "Watergate Graffiti."

William Simon is an easy winner for best director thanks to his story of the greatest rip-off in American history—"Oil! Oil Everywhere, Nor Any Drop to Pump."

RICHARD NIXON is our only two time winner taking the award for best documentary with his stirring treatment of Vietnam war veterans—"Shaft."

And finally the award for best supporting actor in a political farce goes to local boy Don Nichos for his cameo performance as the Leonardian carrier in "Deep Throat."

"This COMPLEMENTS the presen­tations of the first annual 'Dickie' awards and 10 those hit men who couldn't win this award this year—wait until next year!"

Stories on Duval County's first blind goody and teacher and on Peter Krane's course on "Human Conflict in Black & White" were cited as those which stood out by respondents to the HALYARD's poll in the previous issue.

Asked to "name one story, editorial, column or feature which stands out in your mind from recent HALYARD issues," the 68 students respondents in the survey listed some eight items more than once.

SHIRLEY CORBIN's story, "Handicap doesn't deter Linda Stark," which appeared in the March 6 issue, and Judi Benson's article, "Students view racial roles," which appeared in the first issue of 1974, were the two top vote-getters.

Articles on the nature trails and Sawmill Slough were cited next, although respondents did not name specific stories. Writers on these two topics in various issues were Jonel Aller, Mary Brumbaugh, Carolyn Kenyon and Dese Uelson.

Four other stories—other story categories—were cited by respondents: the story on Dr. Kranz in the first issue, by Judi Benson; "Plata puts hummingbird in economics," by Dale Edelberg, in issue No. 4; and writing on day care and rape.

DAY CARE ARTICLES have been written by Sylvia D'oll, 1st year, who turned out features in the second, fourth and fifth issues. In addition, Carolyn Kenyon wrote an editorial on the day care center topic in the fourth issue.

This public document was promulgated at an estimated not cost of $16 per copy to inform students, faculty, career counselors, admin­istrative and professional staff about activities affecting the university community.

Q. The appearance of the HALYARD is attractive (28), very attractive (6), unattractive (1). The HALYARD is the story of the greatest rip-off in American history—"Oil! Oil Everywhere, Nor Any Drop to Pump."

It is the year 2000. Because of the energy crisis of the F70's the time clock of the world has been turned back 200 years.

COMPUTERS were phased out 20 years ago along with automobiles and electricity and factories.

Americans have become home bodies again. The corner grocer is back in the neighborhood. Backyards are filled with greenhouses, horse farms, with gardens and livestock.

Life is simple again. Families are closer. The hurrying and

Poll cites 8 categories

Clock turns back

BY SHIRLEY CORBIN

name specific stories. Writers on these two topics in various issues were Jonel Aller, Mary Brumbaugh, Carolyn Kenyon and Dese Uelson.

Two articles on the topic of rape appeared in the last issue—"A Case of Rape" portrays victim as guilty party," a TV review by Judi Benson, and "Rape: Spangler talk on rape," a report of a meeting to discuss the problem of rape, written by Mary Brumbaugh.

Easy-Livin' Home Improvement Loans

DUVAL COUNTY TEACHERS CREDIT UNION

624 Ocean Street
Phone 354-8531

"Make your home, posh or posh like breezy for easy livin."

Larry Spisak

'Dickie' award?

"Dickie" award?

Linda Center

Partners-in-pooling

About that survey...

"Good news, bad news from poll"

"Good news, bad news from poll"

"And what is so rare as a day in June?" asked James Russell Lowell in poem familiar to all literature students.

And the HALYARD editors might well respond, "An answer to our questionnaire in the last issue."

SAD TO SAY, the responses to the questionnaire, "What's your opinion of the HALYARD?" were indeed rare—although praiseworthy.

All told, 68 students responded to the questionnaire of March 6. Not one faculty member. No administrator. No campus groups (general). No one else. Just 68 students.

...But that's the bad news, as the story goes.

THE GOOD NEWS—at least, for the students whose respondents had praiseworthy answers.

For example, 66 of the 68 admitted to reading the newspaper regularly (two checked "occasionally"); 51 found it

"very readable" (only 3 said it was "a little readable"); 50 said its appearance was either very attractive or somewhat attractive (6 said "a little attractive" and 1 checked "very unattractive").

OTHER RESULTS of the questionnaire were unexpect­ed and revealed what one staff member termed a "common agreement" with general staff consensus.

Here is a rundown on the other questions asked.

Q. I think the HALYARD is doing a good job on: News (21 yes, 21 no); features, yes; editorials (35 yes, 7 no); columns (35 yes, 12 no); arts (42 yes, 6 no); sports (5 yes, 42 no); picture pages (43 yes, 4 no).

Q. I would like the HALYARD to carry: More news: 30; more features, 22; more columns, 29; more arts, 20 (feels it could use more); 10 sports (29 less sports, 7 more pictures, 22; more on-camp­us items, 8 (less), 7; more off-campus items (36).

Q. Should the faculty write for the HALYARD? Regularly, 4; Occasionally, 44; rarely, 3.

Q. What part of the HALYARD is strongest: News, 31; sports and recreation, 25; arts and entertainment, 24; features, 15; editorials, 10; campus meetings or news, 10; photos, 9; in-depth approach to subjects (day care, new buildings, city, usual courses), 7; "like it as is," 1.

Q. What part of the HALYARD is weakest: News, 31; sports and recreation, 30; arts and entertainment, 24; photos, 3; pasteup and layout, 10; "like it as is," 7.

Q. What does your opinion of the HALYARD represent: The HALYARD is a student newspaper (46); b) The HALYARD is an administration publication (6); e) The HALYARD is attempting to be an all-campus publication, in­dependent and serving all (44); d) None of the above (4).

Q. I find the HALYARD: Very readable (51); a little readable (3).

Q. The appearance of the HALYARD is: Very attractive (28), somewhat attractive (22), a little attractive (6), unattractive (1). The HALYARD is the story of the greatest rip-off in American history—"Oil! Oil Everywhere, Nor Any Drop to Pump."

It is the year 2000. Because of the energy crisis of the F70's the time clock of the world has been turned back 200 years.

COMPUTERS were phased out 20 years ago along with automobiles and electricity and factories.

Americans have become home bodies again. The corner grocer is back in the neighborhood. Backyards are filled with greenhouses, horse farms, with gardens and livestock.

Life is simple again. Families are closer. The hurrying and

scouring about of the 1960's has been lost forever.

Sound powerful! It might be pretty nice to escape to the way things were at the turn of the 19th century. There was less stress, less blood pressure and heart attacks.

WITH THE CURRENT energy crisis, we could be pushed back to the way things were 70 years ago in less than 30.

But just about the time Americans truly accepted the drastic change of life style, somebody would surely go out and discover oil again.

name specific stories. Writers on these two topics in various issues were Jonel Aller, Mary Brumbaugh, Carolyn Kenyon and Dese Uelson.

Four other stories—or story categories—were cited by respondents: the story on Dr. Kranz in the first issue, by Judi Benson; "Plata puts hummingbird in economics," by Dale Edelberg, in issue No. 4; and writing on day care and rape.

Q. Which story would you like the HALYARD to reprint, if you were the editor?", the replies included such suggestions as "crusade for additional recreational facilities," "research and write more controversial topics," "more news," "more photographs," and "style."

"Make your home, posh or posh like breezy for easy livin."

"And what is so rare as a day in June?" asked James Russell Lowell in poem familiar to all literature students.

And the HALYARD editors might well respond, "An answer to our questionnaire in the last issue."

SAD TO SAY, the responses to the questionnaire, "What's your opinion of the HALYARD?" were indeed rare—although praiseworthy.

All told, 68 students responded to the questionnaire of March 6. Not one faculty member. No administrator. No campus groups (general). No one else. Just 68 students.

...But that's the bad news, as the story goes.

THE GOOD NEWS—at least, for the students whose respondents had praiseworthy answers.

For example, 66 of the 68 admitted to reading the newspaper regularly (two checked "occasionally"); 51 found it...
Tallahassee—"In the Middle Ages, students controlled the universities by simply deciding to study with one professor or another. If a professor had no students, he was no longer a professor. While I am not advocating a return to the Middle Ages, I do think it would be beneficial to give students a greater voice in what and how they learn." With that, Senator Lew Brantley (D-Jacksonville) filed a bill to place three students on the Board of Regents (BOR).

"There hasn’t been enough direct student input into the decision making process. Students should have a greater voice in the direction of the educational system." And with that, Senator Lew Brantley (D-Jacksonville) has introduced a bill to place a student member on each community college board of trustees.

Gordon’s bill would expand the Regents from nine to twelve members, with full-time students serving one year terms. If enacted, the bill would provide for the student-regents to be selected from the three different universities each year on a rotating basis. They would be subject to the same confirmation procedures as the current Regents and would serve seven-year terms are appointed by the governor, approved by the cabinet and confirmed by the senate.

"The BOR bill is looked upon with some skepticism by Florida State University Student Government President David Atwoodsky, who has been lobbying for several bills. He feels a more meaningful plan may be unconstitutional, that the governor cannot be told whom to appoint or to whom he disagrees."

"To my knowledge," said Brantley, "there is no constitutionally protected group representation on laying governing boards." He said he has opposed faculty representation on governing boards for the same reason and because he feels they are better represented in advocacy groups, such as faculty senates and student government.

"I would have to disagree," said Greg Nelson, student government president of Florida Junior College at Jacksonville and president of the Florida Junior College Student Government Association (FJCSGA), which represents 38 junior and community colleges.

"There aren’t enough students: 75 percent of the students are political science majors, at best."

Nelson, who first brought the proposal to Brantley, said, "Student representation is a thing of the future and we want to get in on the ground floor. He says students’ needs can be effectively conveyed only if students are elected to the boards. He added there are plans to "invade the capital" with an intense FJCSGA lobbying effort in support of the bill.

How do the senators assess their bills’ chances? "It’s an idea who’s time will come," said Gordon. "Whether or not it will come in ’74, I don’t know."

"It’s chances are fair, not great, but fair," explained Brantley. But, he said he has faith. "My colleagues are reasonable men."
A survey of energy related research projects being done on university campuses is being conducted by the Inter-Institutional Energy Committee. These projects will serve the Florida Energy Committee in helping them make recommendations on the state front regarding the energy crisis in Florida.

Representing the University of North Florida on the Inter-Institutional Energy Committee is Dr. Jack T. Montgomery, Associate Professor of Natural Sciences. As part of the energy survey, Humphries has submitted three UNF faculty members' projects to the committee.

Dr. GRANNY LLOYD, Chairman of the Division of Economics and Business at UNF, is completing a report, "Energy and Florida's Economy." This study explains reasons for Florida's energy shortages, lists prospects for the future and examines the economic impact of the energy crisis on the state economy.

"Energy Consumption by Industry Groups in Florida and Jacksonville" is the title of the project by Dr. Louis Woods, Assistant Professor of Geography and Economics. Woods' study explores the relative contribution of industrial energy consumption in Florida and Jacksonville by using a regression model.

Dr. JOSEPH PERRY, Chairman of the Department of Economics, will be completing a report, "An Input-Output Model for Northeast Florida area," with emphasis on energy relationships.

The University of North Florida (UNF) Office of Student Activities, the Health Office, and the UNF Blood Bank Committee will jointly sponsor a special blood drive to assist the University Hospital of Jacksonville on Friday, April 9-12.

The blood drive is being conducted in an effort to help University Hospital replenish critically low reserves due to constant demands. According to Ms. Mary Dunlap, University Hospital Director of Blood Recruitment, the hospital serves as the central facility in an eight county emergency system.

The University Hospital personnel administer more than 5,220 blood transfusions with 35 operations per day during the fiscal year 1972-73, said Ms. Dunlap. However, the hospital was able to recruit only 4,280 pints of blood.

We hope students, faculty, and staff who have given blood, as well as those who have not, will see this as an opportunity to tangibly assist in an invaluable contribution to the project," said Dr. Jack Netcher, chairman of the UNF blood bank committee.

STUDENT ACTIVITIES again will provide passes to those who donate, entitling them to a dollar certificate redeemable at one of the UNF's two food facilities or the bookstore, according to Richard Resinger, director of student activities.

UNF donors will be entitled to enroll in the UNF account program which will provide as much blood as needed to the individual as well as members of his family for a period of two years, even if they terminate their association with the University, Netcher said.

He also spoke to the faculty of the R.V. Daniel Sixth Grade Center on "Humanizing Education, the Challenges of the Future for our Youth." On March 12.

Dr. King along with Dr. Iris Brown, department of health and physical education, who is also serving as advisor to the Eastside Youth Movement at Matthew-Gilbert Community School, spoke to the students.

Holt's dissertation, published in journal

The University of North Florida (UNF) Office of Student Activities, the Health Office, and the UNF Blood Bank Committee will jointly sponsor a special blood drive to assist the University Hospital of Jacksonville on Friday, April 9-12.

The drive is being conducted in an effort to help University Hospital replenish critically low reserves due to constant demands. According to Ms. Mary Dunlap, University Hospital Director of Blood Recruitment, the hospital serves as the central facility in an eight county emergency system.

The University Hospital personnel administer more than 5,220 blood transfusions with 35 operations per day during the fiscal year 1972-73, said Ms. Dunlap. However, the hospital was able to recruit only 4,280 pints of blood.

We hope students, faculty, and staff who have given blood, as well as those who have not, will see this as an opportunity to tangibly assist in an invaluable contribution to the project," said Dr. Jack Netcher, chairman of the UNF blood bank committee.

STUDENT ACTIVITIES again will provide passes to those who donate, entitling them to a dollar certificate redeemable at one of the UNF's two food facilities or the bookstore, according to Richard Resinger, director of student activities.

UNF donors will be entitled to enroll in the UNF account program which will provide as much blood as needed to the individual as well as members of his family for a period of two years, even if they terminate their association with the University, Netcher said.
Rolling ‘frees the body’
Class sees rolfling demonstration

BY JUDI BENSON

A “Rolfing” demonstration, sponsored by Phi Delta Kappa Club of the University of North Florida, was held this quarter by Dr. Kenneth Nickerson’s class on Personality Development. If the response shows adequate enthusiasm, the demonstration may be repeated this quarter.

“Rolfing” is a nickname used to denote what is termed primal manipulation or physical integration. By putting pressure on various parts of the body to release certain physical tensions, tension and anxiety can be relieved in an effort to bring the body back to its original structure or posture.

IT IS BELIEVED that rolling brings better balance to man by putting the top and the bottom of man in better proportion in relationship to gravity. The force of gravity tends to tear down the structure of the body. Rolling lifts and restructures the body. The bent-forward position of man is a form of defense against the weight of gravity. As the man begins to roll, the physical reactions are of pleasure, bringing out emotional feelings such as anger and fear. Pressure was applied to the student’s rib cage, shoulder, neck, collar bone, hip, back and various points. The reaction of the student were varied and as Blackburn explained, “Often reactions will be different for different sides of the body. The right side of the body is considered to be the masculine side and sometimes a woman will become angry when pressure is put on that side. The left side is the feminine side and often the reactions are of pleasure, sometimes fear when pressure is applied to that side.

THROUGHOUT THE demonstration, the student was in touch with Blackburn as well as the class as to her reactions. After having pressure applied to her right rib cage, she made the statement that she felt “lo­p-sided.” And as Blackburn further stated, “The body is like a musical instrument. Different sounds, volume and pitch are made depending on the location of the pressure. It is a meditative experience giving unity within itself.”

The student felt pain at one point and corrected it by saying, “It isn’t really pain. It’s a weird hurt. Strange. Not really pain.” At other points the student expressed feelings of pins and needles shooting down her arm. At one point she laughed, expressing the tickling sensation.

AS DR. NICKERSON stated before the demonstration began, “Rolfing can be used as therapy. Many times verbal conversation with a psychologist does not get at the emotional trauma the patient is suffering from. Sometimes fear can be released from the body after having the student person roll to assimilate the feeling of fear. Certain emotional deposits are closed at a gut level through this process.”

The purpose of C.O.P. is to improve communication on topics of concern to the professional educator.

The agenda for the first meeting included was the presentation by Dr. Steve DeLue and Dr. Jack Harrie and an open forum on the topics presented. There will also be a fifteen minute organizational meeting concerning future agendas.

The meeting will be held on the UNF campus in room 1381, building D3. Anyone interested in the art of teaching is invited to attend.

Center to sponsor seminar with BSU

The Black Student Union of University of North Florida and the Office of Co-operative Education and Placement will sponsor a series of career information seminars during the Spring quarter.

The April schedule will begin with a discussion of employment and educational opportunities in the sciences and will be conducted by Dr. William F. King, assistant professor of department of natural sciences.

The seminar will be held on Monday, April 4, in room 1331, building 003.

The second seminar will be held on April 23 at this seminar Dr. John Eaves, assistant professor and advisor, department of elementary and secondary education will discuss job and training opportunities in the field of education.

Details for these seminars and future seminars can be obtained by contacting Ms. Rosalyn King, office of co-opera­tive education, Mr. Carlton Jones, women’s adviser, Ms. Donna Williams, department of fine arts of Mr. Leonard Warwick, BSU chairman.

J. Bean, associate professor of journalism and communications at UNF. The workshop was under the direction of Mrs. Carolyn Hadley, supervisor of language and literature in the Duvall system.

Other participants were Ms. Lee Donaldson, former produc­tion manager for Jacksonville advertising agencies and cur­rently advertising manager of UNF’s “The Halyard”; Grover Ford, publisher of the Jacksonville Times-Trend; Philip Murphy, Information Specialist on printing for UNF; Ms. Margo Pope, education editor for the Jacksonville Times-Union; Don Rendhaw, professional photographer, UNF graduate and photography editor of “The Halyard”; and Douglas Sease, staff reporter and copy editor for the Jacksonville Journal and a journalism teacher at Florida Junior College.

The Bookstore and Herff Jones! Announce a Price Reduction on the University Class Rings $7.00 per ring

The only future increase will depend primarily on the cost of gold per ounce.

In addition you may trade in your old high school ring.

Any Mens Gold $19.00
Any Girls Gold 9.50
Any Gold College Ring 31.00

All you need is a $5.00 deposit. All rings have a lifetime guarantee.
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Motorcycles live on

In past years motorcycles and anyone associated with them were considered outcasts by our society. Now, things have changed; motorcycles are beginning to be accepted as not only an alternate means of transportation but as a means of enjoyment. However problems still exist.

Leather jackets and gang fights were the typical impression the public had of motorcyclists. A rash of movies about motorcycles and even the liberated women of the sixties were the scum of the earth were the public has of motorcyclists. A new motorcycle can be purchased for under $500. Maintenance work is simple enough for most individuals to perform which makes motorcycles the best buy for the money.

Motorcycle manufacturers along with many other companies have been increasing the production for the past few years. It is the closest thing we have to transportation for the future.

Students with tight budgets welcome the motorcycle. A new motorcycle can be insured for under $500. Maintenance work is simple enough for most individuals to perform which makes motorcycles the best buy for the money.

The practicability of motorcycles can not be disputed, but another aspect of motorcycle ownership is the noise. Many cycles are made with two purposes in mind. These bikes are designed to be as quiet as possible. Designers have gone to great lengths to achieve this goal.

Weekends are for getting away from the hassles of everyday life; what better way to experience nature than by riding the trails through the woods. San Francisco and Napa forests, past and being close to nature provides an escape needed by many.

For the people who need their free time to take out inhibitions, competitive events of all types are available to the motorcyclist.

Events for speed, skill or physical stamina have been designed for this purpose.

Even though the motorcycle image has come a long way from the days of leather jackets, chains and switchblades, it still faces problems.

Off-road riders have been accused of being a threat to our environment. Air pollution, noise pollution, and general defacing of mother nature’s gifts to the earth.

An image still exists in the back of many minds about motorcycles. If the majority of people drive cars, the few that ride motorcycles must be weird, therefore it is easy to draw the conclusion that motorcycles and the people riding them can not be accepted by the standards we set forth.

Some complaints are well based. Riding motorcycles with loud mufflers through residential areas before sunrise or after most people are asleep would surely turn anyone against motorcycles.

Likewise if a group of motorcycles came tearing through an empty field digging roots and destroying things that took nature years to produce, it would bring tears to the eyes of most people.

It goes back to a problem basic to society. It is the same problem everyone has a few by someone. All long-hairs are not bums, as the people driving pickup trucks are not all red-necks. Not all motorcyclists are inconsiderate.

The past few years have been a last chance for the laws we have dealt with motorcycles. At first, if you rode a bike you had two strikes against you before you got started.

Law enforcement officials were always on the lookout for those that rode two wheels. Motorcyclists faced continual harassment. Today we find the law enforcement agencies "pro­ tecting the motorcyclist." Mand­ atory helmet laws, riding with headlights on, and a proposed no-fault insurance requirement with average rates of $500 a year are ways of harrassing the motorcyclist now.

"The Reasoner Report" recently aired on ABC included a segment to further downgrade the sport of motorcycling. He cited the danger of riding a motorcycle by footage of motorcycles with dummys crashing into cars. Everyone seems to be worried about the well-being of motorcycle riders.

Motorcycles have been around for quite a while and will probably be around for some time to come. As a population of people who have never ridden a motorcycle, the question is: CAUTION, MOTORCYCLE RIDING MAY BE ENJOYABLE!!
Photos by
Mike Milkey
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Brownsville Station has concert

Rock group vows teenie bops

JUDI BENSON

Green flashes across the stage. A ball of energy lights atop a speaker. Swirling blonde hair amid drums and raspy voices combine with electric sounds. A preview for the Essential Rock group known as the Brownsville Station.

"ROCK, SEX AND school are what we're all about. Not necessarily in that order," stated Michael Lutz, the impish lad decked out in grease who plays bass.

"We call it the Brownsville trilogy, that's what our album, "School Punk" coming out in April, deals with because these are things all kids can identify with," stated Cub Koda, the bespectacled guitar player dressed in a referee's shirt complete with whistle.

Henry Weck, the swirling drummer who wears black leather and what looks like a studded dog collar, lounges in his chair sipping from a bottle of tobacco water only wiping sweat from his brow. "What's important to us is the interaction with the audience. I mean the more people get involved in the show the more we go," stated Henry.

Dotson, potter exhibits

Tolkien diggs into souls of characters

Trinity is no child's tale

BY HAROLD MORGAN

Things of imagination. Humorous tales spun into intricate webs of the long forgotten lore from the Third Age of Middle Earth. There was little mention of Middle Earth or the great War of the Ring which brought it all to an end. Not until J.R.R. Tolkien published the detailed history in a three volume work collectively entitled, "The Lord of the Rings."

This Trilogy is the story of the Shire folk. Hobbits, they call themselves. It deals with the One Ring of Power and how it came to the house at Bag-end. Frodo and his companions are led by Gandalf the Grey, a wizard of untested power and very wise. He gathers an army of good guys to and including World War Two.

The battle lines for the great war were drawn long before Tolkien's story begins. Sauron, the dark Lord of Mordor, seeks the evil Ring of Power. He gathers an army of Orcs, and foul scions from all over Middle Earth to find the Ring and conquer the world.

"The Lord of the Rings" is no child's tale. The goblins in Tolkien's story are indeed frightful creatures. They use enemy heads to hurl like stones in their catapults. There is no prince to and including World War Two.

"Yes," laughs Cub, "why, it is amazing. A student can Wing and spread by the Lady of Lothlorien. The against the spread by the Lady of Lothlorien.

"The Lord of the Rings" however, digs into the souls of characters. That alone should tell something of the constant struggle between good and evil.

"The Lord of the Rings" is an adventure story, a journey into unknown forests and over forgotten mountains. The character names range from jolly Tom Bombadil to bonded with the real story is just another part of the show.

"WE GET OUR clothes from Sears," states Michael stretching long green leotard legs with yellow brand boots, "and if you believe that then you believe these are banana boats," he says indicating the boots.

"Yes," laughs Cub, "why, it is amazing. A student can.
Janis Paige delightful in ‘Desk Set’

A delightful evening is awaiting you at the Thunderbird Dinner Theatre with Janis Paige in ‘Desk Set,’ a comedy by William Marchant.

The action of the play takes place in the Reference Department of a large radio and television broadcasting company in midtown Manhattan.

PAIGE STARS IN the production as Bunny Watson, head of the department. The members of the Reference Department are on pins and needles due to the appearance of the bosses’ nephew, an efficiency expert, played by Robert Juddelin.

Juddelin handles his role as Richard Sumner with ease for the most part and comes across as the polished, no-nonsense, strictly business image character calls for. There were lapses in the performance in which his character became unreal but overall he carried his role off well.

Parker McCormick plays Peg Costello, one of the ‘girls’ in the department and is a delight. She is perfect in her role and delivers her lines with just the ‘punch’ needed.

Marlyn Nell as Sadel Meyer, another of the ‘girls’, comes across well. Her scene at the office Christmas party was particularly funny.

JACQUELINE REELEY PLAYS the ‘baby’ of the office, Ruthie Saylor, and is as refreshing and unhindered as a glass of champagne.

Don Currier, as the reluctant Abe Cutler is bashful and busy. He is the romantic interest of Bunny Watson and always seems to be hashing away at crucial moments.

Jeanne Schlegel as the office sex symbol, Miss Warriner, adds that touch of sex appeal that all productions seem to need.

THE EAGER TO PLEASE office boy is played by Charles Ryan who comes across perfectly with his scruffy, boy-door appearance.

The director, Robert Bruce Holley is making his first visit to a dinner theatre and has done a superb job of staging. The show is smooth and polished from start to finish.

Janis Paige gives a dynamic performance all the way through. She communicates her thoughts with a look before she delivers her lines and maintains a great rapport with the audience through her performance.

ALL OF THESE delightfully talented people, combined with the excellent set designs of Richard J. Featherington gives us just what we’re all looking for—professional entertainment.

HALLYARD ARTS

Madden, novelist, to lecture

Poet-essayist-editor David Madden will be on campus today and tomorrow to talk with students and appear in literature classes.

He is the second of three writers being brought to University of North Florida to share experiences with students. First was Arthur Heaven. He was on campus early this week. Third will be Peter Michelson. Madden is in residence at Louisiana State University. He has taught English, dramatics, and creative writing at several colleges and universities.

He is associate editor of “Film Heritage,” “Film Journal,” and “This Issue.” His books include “Wright Morris,” “James M. Cain,” and “The Poetic Image in Six Genres,” and three novels. He has also edited six books, including “The Popular Culture Explorists.”

THE AUTHOR, Flora Rheta Schreiber, gives a most detailed and personal account of Sybil Disharoon, who underwent eleven years of psychoanalysis with Dr. Cornelis Wilbur in an attempt to integrate these separate selves into one.

Miracle begins with a typical occurrence in Sybil’s atypical life. She finds herself walking in a snowstorm dressed only in a thin coat. She doesn’t know where she is and the last thing she remembers is standing in front of an elevator at Columbia University as she was dashing out from her chemistry lab. She learns that she is now in Philadelphia and it is five days later. She also discovers a key in her purse that she cannot identify except that it has a room number on it, possibly a hotel. The fear that surrounds and overwhelms Sybil is the fear of not knowing what has happened to the time she has done and why she has these blackouts. She is a recipient of many grants and has done a commendable job of reporting and exploring the life of this most unusual ‘individual.’

Schizophrenia is to most common of all mental abnormalities. The personalities are even more rare, but now, with the book “Sybil,” comes the true account of a woman possessed by 16 separate personalities.

THE FLORIDA, Author and Professor of English, Michelson has numerous years of psychoanalysis with Dr. Cornelis Wilbur in an attempt to integrate these separate selves into one.

The novel begins with a typical occurrence in Sybil’s atypical life. She finds herself walking in a snowstorm dressed only in a thin coat. She doesn’t know where she is and the last thing she remembers is standing in front of an elevator at Columbia University as she was dashing out from her chemistry lab. She learns that she is now in Philadelphia and it is five days later. She also discovers a key in her purse that she cannot identify except that it has a room number on it, possibly a hotel. The fear that surrounds and overwhelms Sybil is the fear of not knowing what has happened to the time she has done and why she has these blackouts.

DR. WILBUR, through her patience and concern is able to draw out each of the separate personalities. Each one has its own unique character, age and memory. Even physical appearance differs to the point where Sybil at times seemed to shrink within her suit as though she was wearing two suits and the others were on the outside. She was trying to hide herself in her clothes.

Two of the personalities, Sid and Mike, were males which made the case even more unusual. And as the Doctor soon learns, all the personalities are aware of each other and of Sybil but Sybil knows nothing of them.

THE PAINFUL PROCESS of integration begins as Sybil is forced to recall the many sightmarish incidents of her childhood. And in order to combat the torturous trauma of her early life, Sybil has disassociated into these various personalities.

From the third to the fifth grade is a gap in Sybil’s life, a time when other personalities, one of which is Peggy Lou, took over. The horror of finding herself in a strange classroom and not knowing the material being covered sets Sybil into a depression, a feeling ofaloneness out of touch with her surroundings.

SYBIL’S FEARS are explored in depth. Fear of breaking glass, drugstores, hands coming at her and music are all a part of Sybil’s past as expressed by these other individuals.

The doctor is able to gather all the memories of the others and bring them all up to Sybil’s age so that Sybil can have the advantage of the knowledge and understanding they hold.

A fascinating account of a rather sad individual, Sybil is a book for everyone, not just those interested in psychology. Flora Schreiber, who knew Sybil personally, has done a commendable job of reporting and exploring the life of this most unusual ‘individual.’

NEED SOMETHING...

To sell? To buy?

Looking for a book, a ride, a car?

TRY advertising in THE HALYARD’S Classified Advertising columns.

The cost is small—5 cents a word (5 cents a word for two consecutive insertions or more). Minimum charge is $1.25 per insertion. Cash payment must accompany order.

The HALYARD reserves the right to edit or refuse any copy or advertising for any reason.

Deadline for Classified Advertisements is next issue.

Contact: THE HALYARD Room 1381, Bldg. 3
There is a sport that has been around for many years but is not familiar to most Americans. The sport is called Rugby and the players are as tough as they come. "Rugby is not a social disease," is a phrase found on bumper stickers of hard-core Rugby players and fans. These people are dedicated to the sport and insist it is the greatest.

RUGBY IS A combination of American football and English soccer. The players are allowed to run with the ball or kick it in order to advance it. The defense of the game is much like football in that the players are as tough as they come.

Rugby gains popularity in America

BY NORM LENO JR.

The players do not wear pads for protection, only shoes, socks, shorts, and a shirt. The physical contact is quite hard, and Rugby players are noted for their stamina.

The game is played in two halves, each 35 minutes in duration. There are no time-outs during the game except for injuries. All players are in for the entire game, with the only rest period coming between halves.

WITH THIS KNOWLEDGE it is easy to understand the meaning of some of the stickers that follow this crowd. "Give Blood, Play Rugby," and "There are no winners in Rugby, only Survivors.

Beaches set race April 20

This year when the Jacksonville Beaches officially open for the summer, there will be the traditional parade and arts exhibits, plus the 1st Annual Beach Bike Race.

The race is slated to begin 9 a.m. on April 20. An eight block oval has been set aside for the race day competition with the starting point at 15th Ave. S. and 1st St.

Trophies will be awarded for the first three places in each of the eight classes. Age categories cover, 0-12, 12-15, 16-19, 20-30, and 30 and over.

Darham’s Cycle and the Beaches Area Chamber of Commerce are co-sponsoring the event. Anyone interested in participating in the event or wishing further information can call Darham Parker at 249-7733.

‘Let’s play ball’

Students, staff, and faculty are invited to try out for the University of North Florida (UNF) entry into a local municipal Slow Pitch Men’s Softball League. Tryouts will be on April 3, 9, 10, 15, 16, and 17 at 4:30 P.M. on the UNF athletic field. Participants are asked to bring their glove and come dressed for play.

BOB UNDERWOOD, team Manager, reminds all prospective players to check their physical condition before reporting to the tryouts. Contact the student health office if in doubt about your health or to inquire about student insurance. Health and insurance are the player's responsibility.

All participants are reminded that the softball season will run from late April until mid August, with two eight games and one practice weekly. There will also be approximately two pre-season exhibition games, of which 100% attendance is desired. Play ball!!